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FATHER MURRAY: Mr . Chairman, with your consent I will avail myself 

of the freedom that the Chairman of our own panel has kindly granted, namely, 

speaking for myself both with regard to the conception of the problem and 

with regard to the kind of ideas I should put forth. 

I have some notes that I wrote very hastily .bef:e-off the top of my head, 

partly by necessity and partly by design; necessity of time, obviously. The 

design was this: I was hoping that if I wrote hastily and off the top of my 

head I might succeed in saying some obvious things; the more obvious they 

are , I should think, the better! 

You remember , in his fare well address Washington commended the 

American Government to us, the people , by saying that it has a just claim to 

your confidence and support. Now I think that this is the sort of thing that 

we want now to say to that candid world to which the De claration of 

Independence was addressed, not only "American Government" but the "American 

proposition" in itself , in its underpinnings, and especially as actualized and 

institutionalized in all manner of ·po.licies within the international scene. 

The problem , then, is the justice of the faith to confidence and support that 

the American proposition may rightly assert itself, its rightness, its moral 

validity in some universal sense. 

Nom tbii bringi \:IS to tho qucsti:ea that, as I ca.a iee it ai it was

presoatoa to us, I ·Nill 1;1aras& it my awn way - 'What you want then, I take 

it , is a principle that will do three things: a work of discernment, a work of 

determination and a work of decision • 

You want a principle, first of all, that will enable us to discern in 
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general the kinds of national action and policy which are good or bad, right 0 
or wrong, in terms of essentially human political conduct. Throughout these 

things I am going to be using the world "political" in the broadest possible 

meaning of the word, not in its narrower sense. 

Secondly, a principle that will determine in particular the moral quality 

oil 
or relevance of action _9{policy in given circumstances, so that we can say 

three things: Is it necessary, and therefore commanded in terms of essential 

political purposes and conduct? Is it consistent with essentially good political 

conduct and therefore permitted? Or is it inconsistent with essentially good 

political conduct, and therefore forbidden? 

Thirdly, this principle ought to enable us to decide in prtma-facie 

conflicts of duties or values, to decide on the right line of action and policy. -

This is what you want, and when I .~ay that this is what you want it is sort of 

equivalent to saying that all you want is just to have everything quite clear 

and simple and to be altogether happy. 

I am not sure that Subpanel VII can achieve these two objectives , but 

we can try. 

+he. 
Now, I am going to suggest that if tM. principle can be found at all 

that will operate this threefold work of discernment, determination , and 

decision, it must be found in the American "consensus" . If we ccn 't find it 

there , then I am afraid that we are morally adrift on the international ocean. 

This American consensus is the thing tqat gives us our identity as a nation; 

it is the thing that determines our purposes; and it is the thing that lies behind 

all the vigor and energy of our action 1~ h~story. -
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I am going to say three things about this consensus and then make three 

remarks about it. I'll say first that this consensus is chiefly institutional 

in its mode of existence; it is constitutional in its contents; and it :l.s moral 

and religious in its origins and ultimate dynamisms. Then I am going to 

remark, first, that this consensus is free and rational; secondly, that it 

admits dissent; and thirdly, that it is limited both in its contents and in its 

efficacy. 

I say first, therefore , that in its chief mode of existence the American 

consensus is institutional. It is indeed to no considerable degree recorded 

in passing public documents, but more importantly it is deposited in the 

institutions of American life, in our laws, in our established habits and 

practices, in our customs, in the total range of our organized mode of activity, 

in our corporate forms of social cooperation and so on and so on. Whether 

"institutional" be the word I 1m not sure. You can call it "procedural", you 

can call it "functional", you can call it "practical"; you can call it anything 

you want, I won't quarrel about words • .aw: mbat lhe essential thing is .thet-

.0'£ the American consensus vie can, I think, and should say, what Hegel , 

said of the spirit, namely, that the spirit is what it does. I won 1t delay on 

that. 

The second point is that in its content the American consensus is 

constitutional. Again, I'm not sure that this is the right word, perhaps 

"political" would be the right word if you take the word "political II in a wide 

sense. The American proposition is a proposition with regard to the 

efficacious management of our common concerns -- a phrase that you 
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recognize as being that of George Washington -- our common concerns, being 

political, economic, welfare, culture, defense, everything else. It is a 

political proposition, that is to say, ~it is not a "consensus" with regard 

to the economy of salvation, it is only a proposition with regard to the city 

of man here on earth. The standard to which the wise ·und honest can 

repair which we raised in history, is simply a political standard, it is not 

the sign of the Cross or any other symbol of definitive human salvation. 

Therefore the American proposition is not in any sense Messianic. 

Thirdly, and perhaps the most important point: This American consensus 

has premises in an order of reality that -lies before and beyond politics, 

an order of reality upon which the political order in its widest sense depends. 

The conSUJtutroiiar:order • the canstitnt1mt8llrpur!poses of the political communit:, 

rest upon a prior constitution, namely, the divinely constituted reality of the 

nature of man. And here about this reality -- man, I think the proposition 

says two things -- the two classic things that are both true and also 

politically relevant. It says first that man is a sacredness, in the Latin 

phrase~ sacra homo, and that ~e ultimate dignity of politics consists in 

the limited kind of service that it can render to -this primordial sacredness 

which is resident to the nature of man. Perhaps even more importantly, or 

certainly equally importantly, this is the second assertion: The American 

consensus asserts that there are sacrednesses even in the temporal order 

of human life; in the Latin phrase -th~re is a "~ sacra !!l. te mporalibus ". 

These sacrednesses in the temporal order ought to be respected and protected 

by all the powers, the earthly powers that be. For these sacrednesses and 

for their origin, of course the classic s tatement is found in the Declaration 

• 
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of Indep'endence , "We hold these truths to be self- evident" -- good 18th 

centwy language , which they , I think , would no longer use , the self- evidence 

of these truths is certainly a matter of great dispute . 

Transform the sentence into this form: "There are truths and we hold 

them" . This, !'think , is basic to the Americ an proposition . There are truths 

about the nature of man and about his origin from God. There are truths about 

man in his equality with his fellows . There are truths about the rule of man 

by man and how it is to be justified. There are truths about the panoply of 

rights with which man is invested by reason of his primordial sacredness . 

There are truths about the inherent purpo ses of government, and the inherent 

limitedness of these purposes , and these purposes are not made by men , they 

are found by men and found in the nature of man. There are , therefore , 

certain inherent existential ends of political society) j.nd against these ends 

and the measure of their achievement , all matter of political performances 

to be matched. And these are the ends which furnish us with the norms 

whereby we the people can do the three classic moral o perations (to call them 

such) , which in the medieval period were attributed to the Church and which , 

of course, still do belong to the Church , I might insist . 

Ob 
Then, late , we can do a work of judgment.Pf the political processes:::: 

in its entirety , we can do a work of direction of the political process , and 

we can do a work of correction of the political process . 

And finally , there is the truth that the structure of free government 

is a human creation. Oh , it owes a great deal to nature , and it owes a great 

deal to history, but it is also a work of art . But though this be true, 
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nonetheless, the event , as Washington put it, is in the hands of God. This 

dictum of Washington presided not only over the constitutional convention in 

Philadelphia when it was spoken, it is a dictum that presides ove r the whole 

course of American history and the great political experiment that we launched 

in history . The events of it are not in our hands but in the hands of God. 

There are, therefore, limitations to human action . The limitations 

that de Montesquieu for instance, was impressed by, when he said that 

sometimes it seems to be that the actions of a nation in history are fated to 

bring about the very consequences that they wish to avoid . This is a tragic 

aspect. And this is why the American consensus includes what the 

Declaration calls a firm reliance on the protection of divine providence . 

I shall maintain therefore, subject to your corrections, that the 

American position is pragmatic but it is not a pragmatism. It supposes that 

some perennially and universally valid answers have been give n to the three 

great human questions: What can a man know? What ought a man do? What 

may a man hope? And it supposes that these three questions have been 

answered in such a way that the answers are politically pertinent. 

In this sense , by reason of its origin and premises, the American 

proposition has been far brought from out the storied past from which our 

founding fathers got their concept of the sacredness of man and the sacredness 

of certain human things that are enclosed in the political order . At the same 

time , the American proposition inaugurate d a ne w political e pisode in the 

human story, in the sense that in our American proposition, the ancient 

' 

truths of the sacredness of man received new political transcription in the \ 
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form of a government of the people, for the people, and by the people • 

First, it is rational and brief: It commands acceptance only on grounds 

of its own inherent truth. There is no power certainly on earth that can impose 

it, and the power that exists in Heaven will not impose it. 

Secondly, and consequently, the American proposition and the American 

consensus admits dissent. It is not a civil religion that requires at least 

some manner of outward conformity. Unanimity is not of its essence. I am 

not at all sure even that the American consensus need be majority opinion 

although it would be rather perilous if it weren 1t majority opinion. Within the 

consensus there can be multiple pluralisms of interpretation and opinion. 

The individual may dissent in many ways and in many degrees from the consen

sus itself and without penalty. But the consensus, because it is rational 

and free, expects dissent, provides for dissent, and determines to impose no 

penalties upon dissent. It only·does one thing: It identifies the dissenter. 

The individual in America is of course, free to hold that the world is 

completely anthropocentric, that man is exclusively his own end, and that 

the true conception of the nature of man is purely zoological. But this is not 

what the American people believe. He is a dissenter and the American people 

cannot believe this except on peril of the loss of their own ide ntity. America, 

we say, is part of the West and the West is not a geographical expression. 

It is a spiritual entity and it is defined· by its interior loyalty to the Christian 

concept, ~ ~ homo, · man is a sacredness, as this principle is the true 

inspiration of political life · • 

The. West, of course, and America too, is a secular concept. The West 

and we ourselves, stand for reason, law, government, science , progress, 
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the rule of man over his environment. We stand for the reality of this world 

of time , space and matter . We stand for the reality of all human values . 

But the West is not purely a secular concept; it stands for worldliness , 

indeed. But it stands for a worldliness that is grounded on the Christian 

revelation and that is illumined by the Christian spirit . This would be my own 

definition , as a matter of fact, of this thing that has been thrown around so muct 

today: the West. And the West like ourselves draws all its vitality from 

this basic principle -- that man is a sacred thing , or a sacredness, as I 

prefer to say. And if the West , or when the West, or if America was to lose 

touch with this ultimately religious ground of its secular existence in action , 

and if it ceased to be animated by this Christian inspiration, it would by the 

same token cease to be itself . It would have lost its identity. It would not 

have survived, and any talk about insuring its survival might well be rather 

idle . Oh indeed , the material edifice that it has erected might .smvfve •. Bu~ 

this material edifice would be no more than the vacant house of the gospel 

swept and garnished , inviting habitation by the worthless spirit as he's 

called, the spirit which isfothin~, which has no value , who is the 

architect of chaos . 

What I'm trying to say is that the American consensus admits dissent 

but recognizes that dissent is still dissent . It may be that some fine day 

the dissent will dissolve the consensus . It may have already done so . If 

that be the case the American proposition would have turned into something 

quite other than i t was , and I hope still is . You can put the thing in another 

way , but I won 't . 

• 
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My second remark is that the American consensus is political. And 

because it is political, it is limited. It is limited in its content. The American 

consensus does not include all truths. It only includes those truths which 

furnish the essential premises and the substance of what we call the liberal, 

political, tradition of the West. It includes therefore, simply a consolation 

of truths that surround this central concept that man is a sacredness and that 

there are sacrednesses in the political order. It says that man is made ~ the 

image of God. It says that the dignity of man lies in his reason and in his 

freedom, that man is not a creature simply of cravings but he is capable of 

what Aristotle calls "right de.sire". He can know the laws of his own nature, 

individual and social. Secondly, he can self-determinately fulfill the order 

of ends that are inherent and pre-figured in his nature, in his political 

nature; I would like to keep the focus of the score on that. 

We are not talking here, I presume, about problems of private or 

domestic morality. We are talking about morality in its relation to national 

am -' 
action, and I suppose-'to talk about it in its relation to national action on the 

f\ 

international scene. I'd just like you to know that at least I know what I'm 

supposed to be talking about, whether I'm doing it or not is for you to judge. 

Thirdly, or fourthly, or sixteenthly, or whatever it is -- the American 

consensus asserts that man has a temporal destiny on this earth which is 

creative. He is to be the master by science of the forces of nature unto 

human good. He is to be in control by his reason of social forces unto the 

common good of society. It asserts, I'm not quite so sure about this, but I 

ti:1ink it does, the American consensus asserts that there is in man a capacity 

for self-transcendance which is his final dignity, and which~ of course, is 
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the reason why man is the most frisky and dangerous animal that lies on earth. 

Because by the same token that he can transcend himself, he can also fall 

below the level of himself . 

And finally, the American consensus asserts that amid all the grandeur 

of man he nonetheless has the experience of his inherent limitedness. Man 

is not fully the master of himself , much less is he fully the master of history, 

much less is he fully the master of the forces of nature - - at least not yet, 

probably never. Man can destroy himself or man can be destroyed by his own 

creation - /hat truth we are presently experiencing rather acutely~nd that 

is why the events of the life of man, including his political life , are always 

in the hands of God. 

My third remark, or the same one, is limited in his efflcacy. The 

American consensus is only valid for the creation of a reasonably decent 

social life here on earth with that minimal of morality which is necessary for 

social cooperation. You do know that there are two mox:alities, although there 

is only one moral thought on it . There is personal morality which is maximal, 

and there is social morality which is minimal . That is all we look for through 

this consensus and what it offers us . 

The American consensus as long as it subsists, is able to assure the 

American people that it will be able to keep some marginal distance from the 

chaos and barbarism that forever threatens human life , both the individual 

and chiefly, perhaps , society. The American consensus therefore has a great 

potepcy but it is touched by the impotence that touches the political order 

itself. The political order depends for its well-being upon ideas and motivatiom 

• 
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that it cannot itself supply. This is the truth that Mr . Hawking has recently 

reminded us of. It is an old idea but he has given it a most graceful and very 

emphatic expression . 

Another way of putting the same thing: The American consensus can 

and must sustain the American proposition in all its workings. But the 

Ame_rican consensus is not able to sustain itself . It depends for its vitality 

and subsistence upon a longer, wider, deeper tradition - - the whole religious, 

moral and civilizational tradition of what we call the West. The American 

consensus has premises in the nature of man . It assumes these premises 

but it cannot guarantee that they will always be assumed . 

If the conviction for instance, that man is a sacredness somehow 

failed and faded from the minds of man , there is nothing that government ~ gld 

do to regenerate it . This , I take it, is ::k"t lies behind the famous dictum 

of the Supreme Court in 1892 in the Alien Contract Labor Law case, when it 

speaks of the profound reverence the American people should have for 

religion,an assumption that its influence in all human affairs is essential 

to the well-being of the United States . 

Having said this much about the American consensus, now let us go 

back to my original question to see whether we can find in it a principle 

that we are looking for that will do the three things that must be done, discern 

in general what is good or bad in the conduct of the foreign policy; secondly, 

determine in particular what policies are good in given circumstances; and 

thirdly, enable us to decide when there are conflicts of value • 

Well , I think you will find this thing in the American consensus 
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because you find there a statement of the inherent ends of political society. 

Ends that are preformed in nature, that are obligatory, and that therefore 

give both direction to our policies and also the medium of judgment on them, 

direction of them, and correction of them. There are five such ends. 

The first is what St. Thomas would call pacific 11>eace, or in the 

words of the Preamble of the Constitution, domestic tranquility, including 

perhaps the notion of the more perfect order -- unity. This I call the 

juristic end of political society because paci fie peace or unity depends 

chiefly upon law and secondly, upon the reasonably stable structure of the 

forces existent within society. I think that you understand that when St. Thomas 

speaks of peace he is not speaking for instance as a member of the National 

Conference of Christians and Jews, nor is he indulging in any other senti

mental concepts of peace which are proliferating in our midst. This, of 

course, this is the Aristotelian Thomistic concept of the end of society. 

Secondly, there is the Augustinian end -- justice -- which I call 

the moral end, which gives substance to society because it supports all the 

procedures of law and the total edifice of tranquility that we call peace. 

Thirdly, there is the end of freedom. This is the Roman and Germanic 

idea. By freedom meaning, forever, what Montesquieu meant by it , namely, 

the empowerment to do what one ought; and, secondly, immunity from being 

constrained to do what one ought not to do. This is the Roman idea, 

Libertas populi Romani, the freedom of the Roman people, the freedom 

under law in the society established by consent. And this is the German idea 

where you have the great principle of the right of resistance against the 

.;::,• 
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tyrant, the unlawful ruler. And John of Salisbury combines these two ends 

Augustinian, and Roman and Germanic, in his famous phrase, 11 it is the 

duty of the King to fight for freedom, fight for justice, and for the freedom of 

the people 11
• 

The fourth end is welfare, this I call the Christian end. Because it was 

only Christianity that transformed the static concept of law prevalent largely 

in Roman law, certainly in Germanic law, and made law and all processes of 

society a dynamic for the common weal, the welfare; made public prosperity 

distributed with proportion in equality until they all shared in it somehow. 

This welfare end you could call the economic end if you take the notion of 

welfare in narrow sense, you could also call it the human end if you take wel-

fare in its widest sense. 

Fifthly, there is the common defense, this is the power end of society e 

The maintenance of jJ)_~ physical existence of integrity of a society against 

alien enemy, and the elaboration of this end of course, dates from St. 

Augustine who first started the elaboration of the concept of a just war. 

I maintain, and I think you all agree, that these are universally valid 

ends. Each of them as a political end, is a requirement of certain special 

sacrednesses that are resident to the nature of man. We in America have taken 

t hese four ends, leaving out the one for defense on which we have done rather 

badly, but we have done rather well on the other four; we have taken the 

notion of equality of opportunity, and we have institutionalized this notion 

of equality in a new way. We have taken the notion of freedom, the ancient 

political end, and given it a new meaning, meaning, namely, the fullest 
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possible participation by all the people in the common concern in all their 

aims. We have taken an ancient Christian idea of welfare, and we have 

allied it with the notion of progress, orderly progress , through the medium of 

science and technology until welfare in America has assumed the proportion and 

abundance that you people know about. 

The last, the unique thing, that we have done is to take the notion of 

constitutionalism which is sort of a precipitant really of the four ends of 

political society, and have made constitutionalism the essential method for 

the pursuit of all our ends . By constitutionalism here I will be content to 

mean the methods of law and the methods of reason, argument, deliberation, 

council, persuasion, as the means whereby -we pursue our ends. We want 

to reduce coercion to a minimum and we, whether the Supreme Court has do~1e 

this because we want them to do it or whether we think a lot of it because 

this is what the Supreme Court does , in any event, we have ~ an enormous 

emphasis on procedure. And in this notion of constitutionalism, there is the 

notion of the freedom of the American option, that I won't get into . 

Now these are uni versa! political excellencies, to use the Aristotelian 

word, and these are the excellencies that I am suggesting that we ought to 

project into the international scene by all our utterances and all our actions. 

We have to project the notion of peace into a world that is divided and 

diso_rdered and belligerent and unable to contain the pluralisms that exist 

within it and combine them into an order of peace. • We have to project the . . 

n9tion of justice into a world of unjust injustice and manifold inequalities. 

We h_ave to project the notion of freedom into a world that is the scene of 
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multiple enslavements. We have to protect the notion of welfare into a world 

of misery. We have to project a notion of power into a world that is too prone 

toward the uses of force and violence in pursuit of political aid. All the 

violence is not only of arms, but also the violences of passion. 

Now I'm suggesting that these four ends taken singly and in combina

tions afford the basic criterion of all our foreign policy and action. They 

enable us to discern in general when policy erection is bad, and since they 

are not fictitious or arbitrary ends but inherent in existential ends in human 

society, they give us the norms of judgment of alien systems and tell us 

therefore what we must in principle oppose as well as what we must in 

principle promote. 

The second task of a moral principle, I said, was to determine in 

particular the moral quality and relevance of concrete policies and actions 

under given circumstances, and of course, this is the tough one. Our 

permanent international mandate is phrased in terms of peace, justice, 

freedom, welfare and defense. Good, but what concrete policies in given 

places, at given times, will further these ends? That is the real tough 

question. I don 1t think _that I can answer it, but I have a number of remarks 

that I would like to make. As soon as you are confronted with this question, 

you are confronted with the problem of the hazards of all moral judgment, 

the hazards that are always encountered when you attempt to apply principles 

in given circumstances. He:r;e we· must remind ourselves to be realistic, 

that in these matters no certainty i~ available but only certitude -- the 

certitude that is reached by an acc"Umulation of probabilities, the calculus 
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of probabilities , and we have to face the fact that policies and action may 

prove to be wrong in the end although they were right at the moment of their 

inauguration . A proven judgment is always right but it may well prove to be 

wrong to the human limitation. 

We have to remind ourselves, in other words, that policy is politics , 

and politics is not conducted according to laws , the norm of law. We have 

to be on our guard against dissolving politics into law much less developing 

politics into administration, which of course, is a very favorite American 

habit. 

Politics is wisdom in the science and art f making judgment on 

contingencies . It is the art of having insight to perceiving the meaning of the 
~ 

moment , the meaning of the juncture of events, perceiving the movement of 

events, and then acting in accordance with this perception. And of course , 

the wise statesman has the sense of the possible, he has the sense of the 

impossible and if he is a very wise statesman , he will have a sense of the 

tragic . And it may well be that with the best possible motives in the pursuit 

of the best possible ends, he will make not only mistakes , he might perhaps , 

even make a mistake that would be irretrievable . 

Now the second remark that I wanted to make on this application of 

principle is that what is required is, what we need is , an exact and detailed 

analysis of ~ ~-i~uation in which the principle. ~s -to be applied. And to 
. . 

have some prevision of the consequences of alternative policies , long and 

short term consequences , and so on, and so on. And it is here that you 

discover the relevance of tomorrow's sciences to all the other sciences, 
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which give the tools of analysis of the existing situation. And of course this 

tells us that in all this business of statesmanship and politics there is no room 

for the amateur no matter how gifted he may be. This is a professional 

business, and especially, there is no room for the amateur moralist with his 

easy maxims . And this , of course, this is a magnificent work that these six 

panels have been doing, this exact analysis of the situation. No moralist 

can talk to you at all until he has known, until you tell him what the situation 

is in which he is supposed to specify some application of principle . 

The third remark I want to make is that you will have to grasp the 

relation between reality and morality, between the ideal and the given. We 

have to recognize for instance, that a policy that is economically unsound 

cannot be morally good, and recognize that a policy that makes no military 

sense doesn•t make any moral sense either. And we have to realize that it 

is not morally right to try to do by law what law in its nature cannot do . 

We have to recognize that fiscal stupidity cannot be justified by moral idealism. 

In other words , we have to have a sagacious respect for the real in all its 

forms and perhaps, more practically, we have to get rid of the Kantian light 

on the moral intelligence, namely, the notion that there is somehow a necessary 

conflict between morality and interests, self interests or national interests. 

And we might do well to get rid of famous half-truths . Power , like all 

instincts, of course, is indeed subject to perversion. But power does not 

necessarily corrupt . Legitimate power , legitimately exercised, does not 

corrupt . It has to be fenced in, indeed , lest it be not legitimately exercised. 

All I am saying here, all that I can say, speaking of the moralist 
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on these things, ls, first, that there are only fl ve obligatory political 

purposes; secondly, there are given situations in which they must be pursued; "'1111111 

thirdly, we have as a moral imperative to understand these situations as best 

we can, to understand what actions are necessary, what actions are per-

mitted, what actions are forbidden; and we finally above all have to act, 

? 
and we have to act not only with not too much zeal {you know the famous thing?) · 

but with not too much hope, not too much hope of being always right. But we 

have got to act and we cannot be paralyzed by a lack of certainty when we do 

have a reasonable measure of certitude. 

The third task of this moral principle, I said, was to help us to 

decide in prima ~ conflicts of values. Most of these conflicts are de

ceiving and they will yield to analysis. Here I think that I have only two 

things to say: First of all, there is an inherent order and hierarchy of ends 

which are inherent in the nature of man and therefore make their appearance 

ln politics. For instance, inherent in man and in the nation is the desire 

for self-preservation, but not at the cost of one's self, not at the cost of 

one's honor. Peaceful means of achieving international objectives is to be 

of a higher rank than of war, but war may be necessary under the circumstances. 

An improvement in the material, external material conditions of living for 

ourselves and for all the world, yes, but not at the cost of the quality of life 

itself. The economy of abundance, a fine thing, but it may do injury to man• s . . 

inner spiritual freedom by enslaving him to consumption, the American idol. 

In other words, the order of being has strata in it, and it is fallacious to 

say that nothing and no purpose is inherently any better than any other purpose. 
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If this were true then man would be like Buridan 's famous ass (who, Mr. McKeor 

told me, was not invented by Buridan) who starved to death between the two 

bales of hay because he couldn't make up his mind which one to eat. 

My second remark is that moral choice in the concrete must be 

determined by the relatively greater necessity of urgency . Leisure , for 

instance, is better than work; subsistence work , but subsistence work may 

be more necessary than leisure in a certain sense. Always you return to the 

circumstances , to the concrete, there is where morality has its roots, and 

there is where it has its end. 

Here I come, perhaps more specifically, to the international scene 

and its problems. Perhaps the first question that we have to ask our selves 

is this: What is !rut thing in the international scene that needs to be done 

here and now, maybe not the thing but the things, things that stand out? 

I have a couple of assertions. First of all, I would assert that the urgencies 

and the necessities of the international situation are greater than those of the 

domestic scene and therefore they have to be pursued even at the cost of 

sacrifice on the domestic front . I would say , secondly, that within the 

international scene three phenomena are visible that command our primary 

attention and therefore it must be the object of the wisest possible policies 

we can devise. 

Two of these phenomena I say we should support; the third, obviously, 

we must oppose . I say that we must support two of them because these 

happenings in the international scene are not happening arbitrarily, there is 

discernible in them a working out of the intentions of nature itself. The first , 
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?f course, is _ the_ thing to which the name has been given, "the revolution 

of rising expecta~ion," the revolt of mankind against misery, the recognition 

that misery is not necessarily his fate. And his twofold demand, first for 

econom~c _progress, and secondly, for political participation in the decisions 

that affect his own national destiny. Now these, I say, are natural demands. 

Oh, behind the manner of their making at the moment there lies a great deal 

of passion, but at a deeper level there lies reason. 

These are reasonable demands, and because they are reasonable they 

must be met, and the moral d11~ there is peril in not meeting them. Perils 

that are obvious • There are too , of course , perils in meeting them. That 

has to be recognized too, there are always perils.~ I'm not sure that I'm 

right on this, but one of the moral requirements, if you will, intellectual 

requirements, is a better understanding than we have hitherto achieved of 

the relationship between political democracy and industrial progress, both 

in general, and also in specific situations in the world. I was glad to see 

that the pertinent panel gave some attention to this topic.~ 

( You cannot really further our political ends unless we know~ -1-/2 v 

!elation between them, the relations say, between political freedom and 

l'iuman welfare, in general and in specific situations. Unless this relationship 

is known, we cannot wisely devise policies to meet these two great demands. 

The second phenomenon is the emergence in the international 

community, still entirely inchoati ve, by no means existing in juridical form, 

and certainly by no means sustained by a consensus, but nonetheless, 

there it is. And its visibility in history .is an expression of the nature 

0 
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of man acting in history, seeking his own unity, unity of mankind which man 

somehow obscurely knows to be his birthright. Therefore, we have a moral 

duty of encouraging this process, it is only a process towards the international 

constitution of an international community. And it, too, is validated as an 

intention of nature. We do this by law, by all manner of contracts, 

international negotiation and contracts, by our politics, and by everything 

that we do to advance the progress of international organization and order. 

That is the basic reason. I should think, for instance, as Wrr. Thomas C. 

Murray pointed out very well in his testimony before the Senate Committee, 

why we should support the international atomic energy agency. It is a means 

towards international order in a particular sphere. 

Now, taken together, and this is perhaps the significance of these 

two phenomena, j~ a new dimension to American moral thought, namely, 
/\ 

the dimension of an international common good. The historic fact is, that 

the contents of the international common good have been defined by the 

American system. That is to say, prosperity for all, and peace amid pluralism. 

The fulfillment of this definition of the international common good which we 

have ourselves defined recoils upon us as a moral duty. Self interest is a 

valid category in which to discuss, for instance, problems of foreign economic 

aid, but it is not an adequate category. What is good for us must be somehow 

subsumed under and made part of a higher good, the good that is higher 

because it is more uni versa!. · 

I am not saying, of course, that this new thing, this new sense of this 

national good opens the way to easy, automatic policy decisions as to how 
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to promote this international common good. I am not recommending a policy of 

rushing off and giving things away, or anything like that. I am merely saying 

that now we have a moral standard of judgment which is finner and more 

illuminating than merely the calculus of self interest. 

The third phenomenon is, of course, communism which confronts us 

with the problem cf power. This would be the place to start another discourse. 

I won't, so I will Just say that when you get here, in my opinion, we find 

ourselves individually and ce rtainly nationally in a moral morass. All I can 

do is specify some of the issues, some of the Ariadne threats that might lead us 

out of this '.'.elaborateness", it is not a morass. 

First, it is an issue of political intelligence in which we have his

torically and rather conspicuously done conspicuously bad. And here, of 

course, is the problem of the calculation of enemy intelligence. This is no 

place to be critical, but I didn't think that your panels have done quite enough 

on that: I may be entirely wrong. 

DR. ELLIOTT: What do you mean by enemy intelligence? 

FR. MURRAY: I mean Soviet doctrine as controlling Soviet purposes 

and action in the world today. 

DR. ELLIOTT: That was what I hoped you meant. 

FR. MURRAY: I didn't mean Marxist ideology, or dialectical materialism, 

or anything like that. 

MR. ROCKEFELLER: I think it's a very good comment. 
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FR. MURRAY: Secondly, we have the issue of military intelligence , 

and thirdly, and more impcrtantly, as Mr. Kissinger has recently brought out, 

,1>5;qht:s 
we have the problem, the issue, of combining the iasi-dss of military 

intelligence and political intelligence into a doctrine, a doctrine with regard 

to the uses of force. This is the basic moral weakness of our position at 

the moment, we have no doctrine with regard to the uses of force, and the 

doctrines that we have seem to be rather bad, both from the military and politica: 

sense , and also from a moral standpoint too. 

If you got through and settled with some measure of satisfaction 

these three issues, political, military, and political-military, then you could 

get to the moral issues and construct them in terms of concrete contingencies, 

either existent or foreseen, and then go on to the problem of policy, that 

would be designed to meet these various contingencies. 

Another moral issue in this problem of force which is related to the 

existence of the conformation or whatnot of our defense establishment. 

I think that it is fairly obvious that the correlation or hierarchy of our policy 

seems at the moment to be irrational and to that extent immoral . The policy, 

with .the problem of fiscal and economic policy, the problem of the military 

policy, political policy and technological policy -- what ought to be the 

right order between all these policies? This is a moral issue, I think, in a 

definable sense, and we have, I think, been quite irrational in erecting the 

structure of our policies succumbing either to physical determinism or to 

technological determinism or to the determinism of purely military thinking, 

instead of really combining all these aspects of the thing into an organized, 
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intelligent coherent, and therefore moral whole. 

The last point, which is the premise of the next book -- we have a 

great moral problem of advancing this civilizational tradition which consists 

in the progressive rationalization or moralization of the conflicts, the 

inevitable conflicts that are inherent in the human situation, of transcending 

the use of violence as a means of settling differences, and of establishing 

reason and its procedures as the means for the settlement of these 

differences • 

Our civilizational moral then is not the elimination of force, not 

abolish war -- that is a profoundly immoral position.in my judgment -- the 

problem is the regulation of the uses of force. This is in the international 

scene, of course. We have accomplished it pretty well on the domestic 

scene, its accomplishment on the international scene is really the 

unfinished mpral business of civilization. 

• 

• 
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